
The Dogs Have Had Their Day.


The Cats Are Coming.

whitepaper

It’s KAI time!
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Introduction
A New Era In Crypto Is Dawning. The Age Of The Cat!

KAI was once the most feared feline in all of crypto. Once he retired from 
crypto though, he found a quiet little fish pond to enjoy the rest of his days 
feasting on fishies. 


But now, rumors of a blockchain war between dogs and cats have forced 
KAI out of retirement. KAI is now getting back into the fight, leaving his 
full fish pond unattended and ready to be raided for ridiculously high 
staking rewards.


For far too long, the dogs have dominated the cyber streets of the 
blockchain. They ruled with an iron fist, while all animals were afraid to 
challenge them. Not anymore.


KAI is a feline movement to bring Cats to the top of the food chain in the 
meme coin space.


$KAI is a secure ERC20 token on the Ethereum blockchain. The contract 
has been audited by Coinsult, one of the industry’s most trusted Auditing 
firms.   

KAI’s rewarding presale staking strategy allows for early buyers to earn 
significant staking rewards from KAI’s fishing pond. Presale buyers can 
stake their $KAI tokens in the pond for the entirety of the presale, and 
claim their rewards directly after the presale ends.


Prepare yourselves for the raid of your life, as this cat is ready to take 
over!



KAI Roadmap
The Path of the Cat

KAI’s journey is strategically planned in phases to ensure steady growth, 
meaningful community engagement, and a robust market presence.


Here’s how we envision the rollout of our key initiatives:
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Fishing The $KAI 
Pond
While KAI transforms from a fisherman 
to a fighter, presale buyers get to reap 
the benefits. Buy and Stake to fish KAI’s 
Staking Pond. The delicious staking 
rewards will fatten you up, and give you 
the energy you need for the next phase.

It’s KAI Time
Ever since KAI retired, dogs have owned 
the blockchain. Now that he’s back in 
the fight, he needs a gang of digital 
kitties ready to do battle with the 
canines. In Phase 2, KAI invites all 
fishermen to trade their rods for 
weapons. Are you ready to do battle 
and put the cats on top?



This roadmap is designed to not only guide KAI through its initial stages of growth but also to lay a foundation for a sustainable and 
innovative presence in the cryptocurrency world. Each phase builds upon the last, ensuring continuous progress toward our ultimate 

goal of redefining the meme coin market.
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Doge Catcher
Here’s where KAI becomes the hero he 
was always destined to be. As KAI 
climbs into the billions, the world takes 
notice. The dogs begin running scared 
of the fierce feline as he stalks them, 
and hunts them down. Total 
domination. Total victory. KAI ushers in 
a new era in crypto–the age of the Kitty.



tokenomics
The distribution of KAI tokens is carefully designed to support growth, 
reward community engagement, and ensure a robust market presence:

Early Pounce Presale: 20.00%
Launching with a bonus for early 
fishers, 20% of KAI tokens are 
available during the presale, providing 
the initial catch for project 
development and early community 
growth.

Fish Pond Staking: 15.00%
To encourage holding and investment 
in the network, 15% of tokens are 
allocated to the staking pond, 
rewarding fishers who stake their KAI 
with additional tokens over time.

Splash campaign: 25.00%
This significant allocation is set aside 
for Splash campaign, our dynamic 
marketing initiative designed to cast 
the widest net possible. The goal is to 
amplify awareness about KAI, draw in 
a diverse audience, and keep the 
community buzzing with excitement.
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Liquidity Litter: 15.00%
Ensuring smooth transactions and 
stable market conditions, 15% of 
tokens bolster the Liquidity Litter, 
supporting KAI’s presence on 
exchanges and helping to maintain 
healthy trading dynamics.

Purr Points: 25.00%
A full 25% is dedicated to Purr Points, 
rewarding the community for various 
engagements and contributions. This 
fund is crucial for fostering a vibrant 
and active KAI community.


This strategic allocation ensures KAI 
is well-positioned for widespread 
adoption, community engagement, and 
long-term viability.
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disclaimer

This document, and the cryptocurrency described herein, are intended for 
informational and entertainment purposes only. The cryptocurrency, herein 
referred to as "KAI," is not recognized as legal tender and possesses no intrinsic 
value. KAI should not be purchased as an investment or with the expectation of 
profit. It is intended solely for use as a novelty and for participation in a 
community interested in the technological or humorous aspects of digital 
tokens.


The development team and any affiliated parties explicitly disclaim any 
responsibility for the value, functionality, or utility of KAI. Holders understand 
and accept that digital assets are highly volatile and that holding KAI involves 
substantial risk, including the potential loss of all value.


No representations or warranties are made concerning the accuracy of any 
information contained herein, or the functionality of the KAI token as software. 
Purchasers of KAI agree to bear all risks associated with its use and to not hold 
the development team or any other entities associated with the project liable 
for any losses or damages of any kind arising from the acquisition, use, or 
disposal of KAI.


By acquiring KAI, all parties acknowledge that the development team does not 
intend to update or support the token beyond its initial release. This project is a 
community-driven experiment and should be treated as such by all parties.


